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MARK Webber moved into the lead in the Formula 1 world
championship after dominating the Monaco Grand Prix ahead of
Red Bull teammate Sebastian Vettel. The streets of the
principality threw up another eventful race with four safety car
periods, resulting in a closely contested race where Robert
Kubica followed the leaders home in his Renault.

The changing dynamics within Red Bull
Since becoming teammates last season a common trend

developed between the Red Bull drivers. Vettel has generally had
the better of Webber in qualifying but the Australian has been
more consistent during races and has been able to challenge
Vettel from his poorer grid positions. It was a strange reversal of
fortunes for Webber who was renowned as one of Formula 1’s
best qualifiers during his time with Williams and Red Bull’s
previous guise as Jaguar.

This season however Webber has looked to be much more in
tune with his car in qualifying and has started from pole three
times. His first pole was in Malaysia where he was beaten into
the first turn by his teammate, at this time critics were adamant
that Webber did not have the killer instinct to beat his teammate
and challenge for the title.

After Spain and Monaco these critics will need to reassess his
performance, and expectations for Red Bull for the rest of the
year. Webber has been flawless over the last two weekends and
has shown a similar dominance as Button displayed early last
year. He is supremely confident now and his driving reflects this.
Monaco is the toughest test for any driver with any mistake
punished and races ended in an instant yet through it all Webber
was consistent and controlled.

In a surprising turn of events Webber has put the pressure on
his young teammate and it will be interesting to see how Vettel
reacts in Turkey.

A flawed regulation comes sharply into focus
After the race much of the attention centred on Michael

Schumacher and Fernando Alonso and an overtaking move that
will be hotly debated before the next Grand Prix in Turkey. Due
to the advent of new safety car regulations, which do not appear
to be fully defined for all possible eventualities, confusion
reigned supreme after the race.

Four laps from the end the safety car was deployed after
Jarno Trulli clashed with Karun Chandhok in an ill advised and
opportunistic overtaking attempt that blocked the track. In
Formula 1 the safety car does not take the chequered flag before
the winning driver so on the final lap it peeled off into the
pitlane in readiness for Webber to win the race. In the past
drivers were not allowed to overtake until the start/finish line so
when the safety car pulled in drivers would slowly take the flag
and end the race.

A new regulation for 2010 allows drivers to race once they
have passed the safety car line before the start line. From this
point the track is ‘live’ once again. However under Formula 1’s
sporting regulations "if the race ends whilst the safety car is
deployed it will enter the pitlane at the end of the last lap and
the cars will take the chequered flag as normal without
overtaking." This is a direct contradiction of the new general
safety car rules above and when the car pulled in Schumacher
overtook Alonso after the safety car line believing he had made
a legitimate overtaking manoeuvre. However the stewards
disagreed and Schumacher was penalised twenty seconds ,
Mercedes will appeal this decision.

The confusion surrounding this incident was caused by the marshals
waving green flags and thus signalling that the drivers were free to race
again. Schumacher saw the green flags and Alonso made a mistake and
Schumacher pounced into the final corner.

By having a rule for one period of the race and another for the final lap
the FIA left the opportunity for an incident like this to occur and this
regulation needs to be tightened for future races. The immediate reaction
of the racing fraternity was that Schumacher had made a successful
manoeuvre and had shown that he still has his renowned killer instinct. If
paddock insiders fail to understand the regulations fully then how can the
average punter be expected to understand, and accept such inherently
flawed regulations.
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CYCLING FPM Accountants League Round Five

CYCLING FBD Insurance Rás

CCrreeiigghhttoonn
hhoollddss ooffff
MMccCCrryyssttaall ttoo
ttaakkee rroouunndd
ffiivvee
PAUL Creighton produced an
epic ride on Thursday night
last to win the fifth round of
the FPM Accountants
Summer Cycling League.

This course was held on
the Ravensdale circuit, which

with its up and down nature
is probably the toughest
route of the summer league.
Creighton started in the first
group and by the end of a
wet evening was the sole
survivor of this group,
crossing the line with
seconds to spare over the
hard chasing Bryan
McCrystal.

A wet and miserable night
saw numbers down on the
previous rounds however six
different groups set out from
the start on the Carlingford.
The climbs along the
Ravensdale road meant that
the groups were broken up

and the riders well scattered
throughout the course. Super
scratch were chasing hard
and by half way through the
first lap had caught the
scratch and fourth group. At
this stage the groups ahead
had disintegrated into
individuals and pairs and out
in front Creighton rode hard
to maintain his lead.

As the rain poured down
the scratch group continued
to set a fierce pace sweeping
up all the riders in front. On
the last lap at the turn for
the finish McCrystal broke
away from this bunch in
search of the win.

A small group of Alan
Bingham, Liam Dolan,
Newry's Kevin Lynch and
Bohermeen's Chris Reilly set
off after him. By the finish
line all had been caught bar
Creighton who took the
chequered flag, with
McCrystal in second and
Bohermeen's Paul English in
third. Round six is a 25-mile
time trial this Thursday night,
held on the Carrick to Ardee
road.

Meanwhile on the touring
front, plans continue for the
end of season Mizen to Malin
head trip. Event directors
Padraig Kelly and Kevin

Hamill have announced that
funds raised from the event
will be going to Irish Cancer
Society, Dundalk Simon
Community and Down
Syndrome Louth/Meath
Branch. Money can be
pledged through mycharity.ie

q Meanwhile Setanta
Triathlon member Liam
Dolan won the Sperrin half
ironman last weekend in a
great time of 4:20:21, Liam is
sure to add to this win
throughout the rest of the
season. Well done also to
Barry Rafferty who had a PB
with 5:59:41.

Rás hits Dundalk on Sunday
WITH the visit of the FBD
Insurance Ras to Dundalk this
Sunday, many will ask what exactly
is the Ras?

Well firstly it's a bike race, but
what makes the Ras so special is
that it is one of the oldest bicycle
races in the world! The first edition
of the race was run in September
1953. The first ever stage brought
the riders from Dublin to Wexford
and finished the next day back in
Dublin. By 1954 the race had
become the eight day affair it
remains to this day.

1979 saw the race won by a fresh
faced Dublin rider, Stephen Roche,
who would go on to much bigger
things in his career. In 1987 Roche
won the professional Tour of Italy,
Tour of France and the World Road
Race Championships, which had
previously been done by the
undisputed greatest cyclist of all
time Eddy Mercx. When Mercx
complemented Roche on his
achievement he said to him "you
have now equaled my
achievement", to which Roche
replied "No, you never won the
Ras!"

1984 was the year that FBD
Insurance first became involved
with the race, when it was known
as the FBD Milk Ras. The nineties
was a golden period for Irish riders
in the Ras with all the winners
being Irish, however this Trend
was reversed in the first decade of
this century with only three Irish
men winning the overall title.

This year's edition of the race
will cover 1,250km in the eight
days, cross 24 tough categorised
climbs, and features stage finishes
in Dundalk, Carrick on Shannon,
Ougherard, Tipperary, Seskin
Hill/Carrick on Suir, Gorey,
Kilcullen and Skerries.

The real "meat" of the race will
be the Friday and Saturday where
over the two days the riders will
tackle no fewer than ten climbs in
and around South Leinster and
Wicklow. The penultimate stage
will see the riders set out from
Gorey to Kilcullen and ascend the
much feared Wicklow Gap en
route. The final stage sees the
riders depart Kilcullen for Skerries

where a grand finale is
guaranteed!

The first-ever pro teams from
Japan and Spain will be included
in the huge field of 170 riders
representing teams from Ireland,
Australia, Sweden, New Zealand,
Germany, Austria, Belgium, USA,
Britain, IOM and Wales when race
gets underway from Dunboyne.
The Japanese-registered Team
Nippo squad will be managed by
Alberto Elli, who held the yellow
jersey for four days in the 2000
Tour de France.

With the first stage of this year's
race finishing in Dundalk, locals
have a great opportunity to watch
the race. Day one of the race, on
Sunday May 23, will begin in
Dunboyne, home of one of the
greats of Irish cycling and twice
FBD RÁS winner Philip Cassidy.
The race will be first entering
Dundalk via Collon, Ardee,
Tallanstown and finally Louth
village. Collon village would be a
great first spot to pick the race up
as there is a hot spot sprint at the
top of the long ascent out of the
village. Points are awarded at each
of these sprints throughout the
eight days, which go towards the
green jersey sprinters competition.

After the riders first passage
through Dundalk they head out the
main road to Carlingford, where
more sprint points are available in
another hot spot sprint. At
Cornamucklagh the riders make
the dreaded left hand turn to start
their ascent of the Long Woman's
Grave climb. Along this climb
would be another excellent
spectator point as the speed will be
well down going up this hill.

Once over the top the route
descends down into the Bush
before heading back in the
Carlingford road.

The finish should prove to be
specatular as the riders battle it
out for the antipated bunch finish
along Clanbrassil street, with
spectators enjoying what will be
one of the fastest stage finishes of
the week.

Andrew Langford CEO of FBD Insurance, Adam Armstrong of the
Ireland Subway team and Roberta Rowatt at the FBD Insurance Ras
Launch last week. Picture: INPHO/Lorraine O'Sullivan

She sure Lux Cheeky!

THREE-year-old filly Lux Cheeky had plenty of success at the Balmoral Show on
Wednesday last, May 12. Vinnie McArdle's horse was the winner in two classes,
scooping the three-year-old filly prize and the Owner Breeder Championship.
PicturedfromL-R:UlsterBankRepresentative,VinnieMcArdle(owner/breeder),
Lux Cheeky shown by Michelle Murphy.


